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INT. BEDROOM – MORNING
We see a cozy bedroom, warmly lit by the morning sun. The
interior consists of brown and tan LEGO bricks, with a touch
of yellow, orange and a splash of green. A living OWL is
sitting by the wall, on top of a GRANDFATHER CLOCK. We hear
loud snoring. At 6 o’ clock sharp, the owl starts to hoot,
just like an alarm clock.
A hairy package squirms in the bed, groaning. Throws off his
thick, heavy blankets and gets up: DAVID, the dwarf gets out
of bed, placing his SHORT LEGS on the studless, brown tiles of
the floor. Behind him there’s a poster of the movie „LEGEND”.
David yawns, upbeat medieval-type music starts.
MONTAGE:
of David getting ready in the morning. He showers underneath
an indoor WATERFALL, shaves with an AXE, cooks EGGS by the
breath of a DRAGON.
Finally David takes out a CHAINMAIL from his incredibly
ordinary wardrobe, puts it on, and closes his brown SUITCASE.
The music stops, David walks out the door with a merry whistle
on his lips.
CUT TO:
MAIN TITLES:
„The Dwarf Who Took a
Suitcase to Work”
CUT TO:
EXT. ENCHANTED FOREST – MORNING
CU: of David’s suitcase as he walks through the forest to
work.
David arrives in front of a CAVE. Above the cave entrance, a
sign says:
„Fairydust Mines Inc.”
CUT TO:
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INT. MINE – DAY
David punches in at the entrance, in front of a bunch of
hourglasses in different shapes and sizes. He nods to the
gatekeeper, a huge TROLL, who is so tall that we cannot see
its head. The troll waves to David.
CUT TO:
INT. MINE, DAVID’S WORKSPACE – DAY
David is pickaxing away merrily near the wall of the mine. The
rocks crumble by the hits of the axe. David’s suitcase is by
his feet on the clay-like floor of the mine. We hear multiple
pickaxes jingling around David.
The mine is filled with other workers just like David, but
none
of
them
have
suitcases.
Everyone
is
mining
enthusiastically: another DWARF is swinging his pickaxe into
the wall to reveal the fossil of a ROCK MONSTER, a HALFLING
mines a precious gem and a third DWARF mounts sticks of
DYNAMITE on the wall.
David hits a rock with his pickaxe and behind it a green
ENERGY CRYSTAL shines. He mines it and places it on his
WHEELBARROW. On it there are already a couple of GEMS and a
BONE.
DISSOLVE TO:
The same wheelbarrow, but with a lot more gems and stones.
David pauses for a moment and looks up, resting his weight on
his pickaxe.
DAVID POV:
a gorgeous ELF is mining near the exit. She’s not a
minifigure, but a MINIDOLL. Her wheelbarrow is almost full
with beautiful gems. She rests her DIAMOND PICKAXE for a
moment, and then whips her hair back in SLOW MOTION.
David’s eyes go wide as we suddenly hear the song “Love is in
the Air” by John Paul Young.
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As someone walks by in front of David, we quickly…
CUT TO:
INT. BATHROOM – DAY
David storms into the bathroom, heart racing. His suitcase is
in his hand. The medieval style public bathroom is lit by
torches, the mirrors are shiny plates placed on the white
wall. From one of the wooden stalls we hear a flushing noise
and a GOBLIN comes out.
GOBLIN
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As the goblin leaves, David stands in front of the mirror, but
he cannot see himself: he’s too short. He tries jumping, but
only sees the top of his head.
FLASH ON:
we see the beautiful long legs of the ELF minidoll.
David sighs, the sigh reverbs around the bathroom. He then
looks at his suitcase. We see determination in his eyes. David
picks up the suitcase opens it and turns it upside down: a
pair of long minifigure legs fall out.
CUT TO:
INT. MINE – DAY
The miners are already packing up their tools at the end of
the workday. The elf puts her pickaxe in her backpack. We hear
David clearing his throat. The elf turns around, curious.
ELF POV:
David is standing there, tall and mighty, muscles flexed.
The elf stares at him for a moment, and then she chuckles.
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The following appears on the screen as a subtitle: “Do not go in there,
the smell is monstrous.”
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The elf goes up to a short legged DWARF as David watches,
disappointed. The elf and her short husband get on the back of
a RED DRAGON and blast off, as if on a motorcycle.
David angrily tosses his long legs back inside the suitcase.
THE END
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“Sorry. My husband’s waiting.”
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